
 
 

January 5, 2016 
 

ATTENTION EVERYONE: There has recently become an issue with coaches who go beyond 
just questioning the referee when signs, symptoms and/or behaviors of a possible head trauma 
may have occurred.  Some coaches missed the importance and the responsibility of both 
coaches and officials to remove a player from an event if he/she shows signs, symptoms 
and/or behaviors of a concussion.  Not only has the NFHS addressed this topic quite 
completely over the past several years with in the sports medicine department, included it in 
the rules interpretation presentation, included it in the rule book on page 45 Rule 8-2-4, but 
also devoted page 83 with a list of 20 signs, symptoms consistent with a concussion and/or 
loss of consciousness.  If all of that wasn’t enough, Ohio has passed legislation making it a law 
for all coaches and officials to safe guard our children and remove them from practice and/or 
competition immediately and have them cleared by a physician before he/she returns.  First; if 
a coach tells you (the official) to show him in the rule book, remind him it is his responsibility to 
illustrate you were wrong.  Tell him to refer to any of the above mentioned places to find the 
answer.  Second; if he persists beyond your explanation please consider an unsports-manlike 
penalty, but also write an incident report and send it to Assist. Comm. Beau Rugg.  Third; the 
intent of the rule is to protect children from themselves and coaches who care more about 
winning than the safety of the children in their charge.  Fourth; common sense dictates a 
student-athlete who was rendered unconscious certainly may have a head trauma.  Fifth; when 
an athlete is removed from the contest for signs, symptoms and/or behaviors of a possible 
head injury he/she is not allowed to return until cleared by a physician.  If a coach does put an 
athlete back into a tournament or the next dual meet it shall be deemed a flagrant act on the 
part of the coach.  Deduct three team points and the immediate removal from the premises.  
Follow that with a complete ejection report on the issue sent to the OHSAA office.  
 

BE PROFESSIONAL  *  PROMPT  *  DECISIVE  *  DIRECT 
 
Junior High School Overtime procedure is to start with a one minute period starting from 
neutral position.  The first wrestler to score wins the match.  If a tie match still remains, then 
there is a 30 second ultimate tie breaker (UTB) period.  This shall be handled as with the high 
school rules concerning the UTB.  First wrestler who scored in regulation earns choice to start 
in the UTB period, remember an unsportsmanlike penalty plays into choice.  The Offensive 
wrestler earns one point for the ride-out, etc.    
 
Situation:  Wrestler A properly reports to the table to check in then steps on the mat as the 
referee walks over to check the t-shirt he is wearing.  The t-shirt was never brought to the 
weigh-in or shown at the pre-meet talk when the referee appeared.  It was also a loose fitting t-
shirt, again disqualifying the shirt being allowed to be worn.  After explaining the violation 
wrestler A dropped his straps and took off the t-shirt.  What then is the referee’s action? It 
starts with the referee starting the injury clock, assessing one match point for the technical 
violation of reporting to the mat not properly equipped and ready to wrestle.  Next, the referee 
assesses one match point for unsportsmanlike conduct for dropping the shoulder straps on the 
mat in front of the table.  YES, one match point … since the match now starts when the 
wrestlers report in at the table; all violations are match point violations after reporting.  If 
wrestler A would have dropped his straps before reporting to the table or after he walks away 



 

at the end of the match it would have been a team point.  Remember to record the amount of 
injury time used. 
 
An issue has been raised concerning the neutral starting position and the position of the 
referee standing in between the wrestlers.  It seems there may be a blind spot which is created 
by the referee blocking the view of the one side of each wrestler.  The blind shot may allow 
one wrestler to capitalize upon if he/she times the referee backing out as the whistle sounds.  
At this point we only want to make everyone aware of this possible situation and allow the 
wrestlers to have a clear view of the opponents lead leg while still protecting from the knees 
from a quick or rolling start.   
 
The undergarment is a necessity for both men and women during the weigh-in and during 
competition.   Exposure of the genital regions is not only a real possibility, but it has happened 
in the past and caused serious embarrassment.  The NFHS has stipulated all contestants must 
wear an undergarment that completely covers the groin and buttocks during weigh-in and 
women must also wear a sport bra at minimum for weigh-in.  We all have known for many 
years of the same gender weigh-in policy, meaning a woman must conduct the weigh-in for our 
female contestants, and vice-versa.  During competition male contestants should wear an 
undergarment along with an athletic supporter, while the female contestants wear a sport bra 
with an approved t-shirt.  The undergarments shall be tight fitting, and may hang out the leg of 
the singlet.  Wearing the proper undergarment is for everyone’s protection, especially the 
match referee.  There are almost as many cell phone cameras as there are spectators at every 
match and tournament.   
We know a photo can be misinterpreted; therefore all female participants wear a t-shirt, no 
matter if the uniform is a male or female cut uniform.   
All should be aware of the merkle side headlock: This is a seriously dangerous maneuver 
especially when the offensive wrestler hides the skill from the referee’s view.  Some apply this 
with the inner side of the thumb against the carotid artery, then when the hands are clasp it 
pinches the side of the neck.  It can be very painful and more importantly can cause the 
defensive wrestler to lose blood flow to the brain.   This can be applied with or without the near 
leg inserted to attempt the merkle roll. 
 
Some referees have been slapping the mat when they are calling stalling of the defensive 
wrestler. This is not a normal mechanic, and detracts from the referee’s performance.  
Everyone knows the slapping of the mat indicates a fall has occurred.  This then would 
contradict and send mixed signals for everyone.  The referee can get the defensive wrestler’s 
attention by simply lowering his/her level then verbally communicate the stalling call so both 
wrestlers can hear.  Don’t draw attention to yourself. 
 
We must once again remind everyone of the referee’s duties begins by attending the weigh-in, 
conduct the random draw then start the weigh-in at the weight class selected and perform the 
health and safety check in that same order.  Dual meets then start with the weight class drawn, 
not at 106.  Referees must follow correct procedure.   
 
At all tournament events all wrestlers must stop any form of losing or gaining weight once the 
weigh in process begins.  If a team arrives late they MAY NOT have the scales to check their 
weight.  Nothing is allowed to interrupt the weigh in process once it begins.  A school that 
arrives late must begin at the weight class in progress if it is weighing in by weight class.  If it is 
a team weigh in procedure they fall in line if their school has not yet been called or move to 
the end of the line if their school was past.  A late arriving team gets not special privilege to 
check the scales and interrupt the weigh in. 


